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ABSTRACT 
We discuss the properties of generalized Schur functions and investigate condi- 
tions for two generalized decomposable symmetric tensors to be equal. The analogue 
of replacing eneralized Schur functions by generalized trace functions is also consid- 
ered. © 1997 Elsevier Science Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let S m be the full symmetric group of degree m, and G a subgroup of 
Sm. Let U be a finite dimensional unitary space, and L(U) the set of all 
linear operators U ~ U. Denote by L(U)G the set of all mappings G ~ L(U), 
and by C m × m the set of all m × m complex matrices. 
DEFINITION 1.1. For M ~ L(U)G, the generalized Schur function 
D u : Crux m ~ L(U) is defined by 
m 
DM(A) = E M(tr ) l ' -~a,~(0 
o ,~G i=1 
for A = [aij] ~ Crux m. 
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DEFINITION 1.2. For M ~ L(U)G, the generalized trace function 
Tr M : Cm× m ~ L(U) is defined by 
m 
TrM(A) = E M(o ' )  Ea ,~( i )  
o-~G i=1 
for A = [aij] ~ am× m. 
Let V be a unitary space of dimension n >I m and {e I . . . . .  e,} an 
orthonormal basis of V. Denote by ®m V the mth tensor power of V. Then 
U ~ ~m V is a unitary space with the induced inner product that satisfies 
~n 
(u x',o  y')  = (u, o)FI (x,, y,), 
i~1 
where u, v ~ U and x ®= x 1 ® ... ® x m, y~= Yl ® "'" ® Ym ~ ~mV" For 
cr ~ G, there is a unique linear operator P(or) : ®m V ~ ®'~ V satisfying 
® where ® ® ® P(cr -1 )x  ®= x~, Xcr = •o-(1) "'" Xcr(m)" 
Denote by xmv the m-fold Cartesian product space of V. Then U ® 
X '~ V is a unitary space with the inner product 
m 
(u ®x×,v® y×) = (u, O E (x,, y,), 
i~ l  
where u,v~ U and x×=(x l  . . . . .  Xm), y×=(y  1 . . . . .  ym) E >(mY. For o" 
G, there is a unique linear operator Q(o- ) :  X m v---.) xmv satisfying 
× where ×-  Q(o--1)x x= x~ x~ -- (Xo.(1) . . . . .  Xo.(m)). 
DEFINITION 1.3. For M ~ L(U)G, the generalized symmetrizer T M : U 
~m V ~ U ~ ~m V is defined by 
A generalized ecomposable symmetric tensor is a tensor of the form 
TM(u ® x ®) where u ~ U and x®~ ®inV. 
DEFINITION 1.4. For M ~ L(U)G, the linear operator C M : U ® X"  V 
--* U ® X m V is defined by 
o'EG 
• W: 
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When dim U = 1, L(U)G reduces to the group algebra CG. If f ~ CG, 
we then write df : Cm× m ---) C, 
m 
df (A)  = ~, f (~)  l-I ai~(,), 
t r iG i=1 
t r f  :Cm× m --) C, 
try(A) = ~_, f (~)  ~, ai~ti ), 
o-~G i=1 
~m ~m Tf : V -* V, 
Tf= ~, f (o ' )P (o ' ) ,  
o'EG 
and Cf : X m V ---) XmV,  
Cf = ~, f (~)Q(~)  
~EG 
instead of D M, Tr M , T M , and C M respectively. 
Let )t be an irreducible character of G. The function dx was introduced 
by Schur [15]. Since that time various authors have generalized this notion by 
replacing A by f ~ CG or by M ~ L(U)G. For f ~ CG, some inequalities 
for df were established by Merris and Dias da Silva [9]; vanishing and 
equality of decomposable symmetric tensors were discussed by Merris [6], 
Dias da Silva [13], de Oliveira and Dias da Silva [11, 12], and de Oliveira, 
Santana, and Dias da Silva [10]; and conditions of equality in the Schur 
inequality were studied by Dias da Silva [14]. For a unitary representation 
M ~ L(U)G, several inequalities for D u were established by Marcus [3] and 
Marcus and Nikolai [5], collinearity and equality of generalized ecomposable 
tensors were discussed by Williamson [18] and Gong [2], and conditions for 
some inequalities to become equalities were studied by Williamson [17, 18] 
and Gong [2]. In addition, Merris introduced the function trx in [7] and gave a 
unified generalization of trx and d~ in [8]. 
The main purpose of this paper is to study D u and T M for more general 
M ~ L(U)G. We shall prove that many of the above-mentioned results 
continue to hold for an even larger subclass of L(U)G. The preliminaries are 
made in Section 2. In Section 3 and 4, we discuss the properties of 
generalized Schur functions and investigate conditions for two generalized 
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decomposable symmetric tensors to be equal, respectively. The analogue of 
replacing eneralized Schur functions by generalized trace functions is pre- 
sented in Section 5. 
. PRELIMINARIES 
DEFINITION 2.1. For M, N ~ L(U)G, define M*, MN ~ L(U)G by 
M*(cr) =M(a-1)  *, 
(MN) (o ' )  = ~., M( r r )N( ' r ) ,  
" l rT~ O" 
where ~, It, r ~ G. 
PROPOSITION 9..2. 
Proof. 
Let M, N ~ L( U )G. Then 
M** -~ M, 
( MN)* --- N 'M* .  
Clearly, M** = M. For each cr ~ G, 
( MN)* ( o') = (MN)(o'-X) * 
= (£  M( r )N( , -~- I ) )  * 
= )" N(~- -~- I ) *M(r ) *  
r~ G 
= E N*(erT)M*(~'-') 
v~G 
= (N*M*) (~) .  
Hence (MN)* = N 'M* .  • 
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PROPOSITION 2.3. Let M, N ~ L(U)G. Then 
TM, = T ~ , 
TMN = TMT N. 
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Proof. 
Also 
From Definitions 1.3 and 2.1, 
vM. = E U* (~) .  e(,~) 
o 'EG 
= E M(,~- ' )* .  e (~)  
( rE G 
= E M((r)* ® P((r- ') 
o-E G 
= E M(~)* ~ P(~)* 
crEG 
=~. 
T~ = E (MN)(~,) ~ e(~,) 
ere C 
= E E M(~'~-I)N(~) ~ e(~') 
~rEG cEG 
= E E M(~)N(~-) ~ e(~- )  
IrEG ¢EG 
=TMT~. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let M, N ~ L(U)G. Then 
c~, ,  = c~, ,  
CMN = CMC n. 
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Proof. It is easy to verify that Q(o')* = Q(o  --1) and Q(o-z)== 
Q(o.)Q(z) for any o', ~- ~ G. Parallel to the proof of Proposition 2.3, the 
results follow from Definition 1,4 and 2.1. • 
DEFINITION 2.5. Let M ~ L(U)G. M is said to be positive semidefinite 
(p.s.d.) if M = N*N for some N ~ L(U)G. 
It was pointed out by Chan [1] that if )t is an irreducible character of G, 
then A is p.s.d.. Similarly, if M ~ L(U)G is a unitary representation of G, 
then M* = M and M 2 = IGIM, where IGI is the order of G. It follows that 
M is p.s.d.. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Let M ~ L(U)G. I f  M is p.s.d., then T M is p.s.d.. 
Proof. The result follows immediately from Proposition 2.3. 
PROPOSITION 2.7. Let M ~ L(U)G. I f  M is p.s.d., then C M is p.s.d.. 
Proof. The result follows immediately from Proposition 2.4. 
The following notation will be used in the next three sections. 
Denote by F,,, the set of all maps {1 . . . . .  m} ~ {1 . . . . .  n}. I f  ot ~ Fro, , 
identify it with (a (1 )  . . . . .  or(m)). Let e be the identity of S m. For ot ~ Fro, , 
~r ~ Sin, write oto- = (ac t ( l )  . . . . .  ot~r(m)). I f  x 1 . . . . .  x,  E V and a ~ Finn, 
then denote x~= x~(1) ® "" ® X~(m). I f  A = [aij] is an n X n matrix and 
or,/3 E Finn , then A[a l /3]  denotes the m x m matrix whose (i, j )  element is 
aa(oi3(j). For two matrices or linear operators A and B, we write A i> B if 
A, B, and A - B are p.s.d. 
3. GENERAL IZED SCHUR FUNCTIONS 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let M, N~L(U)G,  u ,v~U,  andx®,y®~ ®"V.  
Then 
( Mu ® x ®, v ,  y ® ) = ( oM( A)u, 
(TMU @ x®,TNV@ y ®) = (DN.M( A)u, v), 
where A = [aij] ~ Cr, xm and aij = (xi, yj), i , j  = 1 . . . . .  m. 
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Proof. From Definition 1.1 and 1.3, 
(~u ~xO,~o)~ ( ~ ~(~u ~ X~ ~ ~ ~o) 
x o'¢~G 
= E (M(°r)u,v) f ia~- ' (O,  
~r~G i= l 
= E M(° ' )  l"Ia,~(,) u,v 
~r~G i=1 
= (OM(A)u,v) .  
From Proposition 2.3, 
(TMU ® x®,TNv® y®) = (T~TMU ® x®,o® y®) 
=(T~..u®x~,v®y ~) 
= (ON.M(A)u, ~). 
PaOPOSITION 3.2. Let M ~ L(U)G and A ~ C m× m" Then 
OM.(A) = OM(A*)*. 
Proof. From Definition 1.1 and 2.1, 
DM*(A) = E M*(cr)fia,~(i) 
t r iG  i=1 
M( or- ')* f i  a~-,(,), 
~r~G i=1 
( m ), 
t r iG  i= I  
= D M ( A*)*. 
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THEOREM 3.3 (The generalized Cauchy-Binet formula). Let M, N E 
L(U)G, A ~ C,,×n, and B ~ Cnx,,. Then 
DMN( AB ) = y" DM(B[~Ie] )DN(  A[e I~]) .  
Ot~ Finn 
Proof. Let {ut . . . . .  u k} be an orthonormal basis of U. Then {u, ® e°~l a 
I'm,, i = 1 . . . . .  k} is an orthonormal basis of U@(®mv) .  Let x i = 
~j=" laijej and y, -- ~.~=lbjiej," - ~' = 1 , . . . ,  m. Then (xi, yj) = (AB)q,  i , j  = 
1 . . . . .  m. By Proposition 3.1 and 3.2, we have that for any u, v E U, 
( o N( aB)u, o) = (TNu ® x ®, T ,v ® y® ) 
k 
® ® ~, ~.(TNU®X®.u,®e~)(u,®e~,Tu*v®y °) 
a ~ r,n, , i = 1 
k 
E E (DN(A[elal)u,u,)(u,,DM*(B*[ela])v) 
aErmn i=1  
= E (DN(A[ela])U, DM*(BIale]*)v) 
OrE Finn 
= E (DN(A[ela])U, DM(B[ale])*v) 
~ ~ r,n n 
= E (DM(B[ale])ON(A[ela])u,v) • 
Ot~ I'mn 
Hence DMN( AB ) = E~ ~ r, DM( B[ a Ie ]) DN( A[ el a ]). 
Theorem 3.3 is a unified generalization of the formula (4.11) in [11] and 
Theorem 2.6 of [2]. The Cauchy-Binet formula for an irreducible character A
of G was given by Marcus and Minc [4]. 
THEOREM 3.4 (The generalized Schur inequality). Let M ~ L(U)G and 
A ~ Cr,×,,. I fM  and A are p.s.d., then 
DM( A ) >1 (det A)M(e) .  
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Proof. Let M = N*N for some N ~ L(U)G and A = BB* for some 
lower triangular B ~ Cm×m. Then for any ~" ~ G, 
DN( B[elz]) = (det B)N(r-1). 
It follows from Theorem 3.3 that 
Du( A) = DN,N( BB* ) 
= ~_, UN*(B*[ctle])DN(B[elct]) 
ore Finn 
= Y'. DN(B[e I~] )*D~(B[e la ] )  
OrE Fra n 
>1 E DN( B[elz])* Dr( B[elT]) 
"rE G 
= (det A) Y'. N*(¢)N(~ "-1) 
~'E  G 
= (det A)M(e) .  • 
Theorem 3.4 generalizes Corollary 7 of [9]. 
THEOaEM3.5. Let M, N ~ L(U)G, A, B ~ Cmx" and u, v ~ U. Then 
[(Dr.M( An* )u, o)l 2 <<. ( Du.M( AA* )u, u)( Dr . r (  BB* )o, v). 
Proof. Let x~ = •.".=lai,e, and Yi = 7-n-lbt,e,, i = 1,. m. Applying 
• d J J J - -  d J * '~  
Proposition 3.1 and the Canehy-Sehwarz inequality, we obtain 
I (Dr*u(  AB*)u, v)l 2 -- I(Zuu ® x~, Try O y ~)12 
(run ®x',rMu ® x')(r o ® y' ,rro,  y') 
= (DM,u(AA*)u ,u ) (Dr , r (Bn* )v ,v ) .  • 
Theorem 3.5 is a unified generalization of Theorem 3 of [3] and Theorem 
5 of [9]. 
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p.s.d., then 
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Let M ~ L(U)G and A, B ~ Cmx m. If M, A, and B are 
D~( A + B) >t Dza( A) + DM( B ). 
Proof. Let n = m, and let T and S be linear operators V -o V such that 
Tei= ~,jmlaije  and Se~ = Ejmlb,j%, i = 1 . . . . .  m. Then T and S are p.s.d.. 
It follows that 
and 
®m(T + S) ~ ®m T + ®m S 
[® @m(T+S) ~ I® @m T+I® ®m S. 
Let M = N*N for some N ~ L(U)G. Then 
T*I ® [ ®'~(T + S)]TN >...- T~I ® ( ®'~'T)TN + T~I ® ( ®'S)TN .
Since 
I® ( ®'T)T  N= I ® (®roT) ~_~ N((r) ® P((r) 
(rE G 
= ]~ N(o ' )  ® (®mT)p(~r )  
o'EG 
= ~ X(~r) ® P(~r) ®" r 
o-E G 
=TNI® ®" T, 
we have 
TMI ~ ®"( r  + S) = T*TNt ® ®"( r  + S) 
>_. T~TNI * ®" T + T~TNI ® ®" S 
__TMI® @m T+ TMI® @,~ S. 
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It follows that for any u ~ U, 
(OM( A + B)u ,u )  = (TuI  ® [ ®m(T + S)]u ® e®,u ® e ®) 
>1 ( rn I  ® ( ®'T)u  ® e ' ,u  ® e ®) 
"~(TMI * ( *ma)u ®e®,u De ®) 
= (O. (A)u ,u )  + 
= 
Hence DM(A + B) ~ DM(A) + Du(B). • 
Theorem 3.6 is a unified generalization f Theorem 1 of [5] and Theorem 
8 of [9]. 
Let M ~ L(U)G and A, B ~ Cm×m. I f  M is p.s.d, and COROLLARY 3.7. 
A >1 B, then 
DM( A ) >1 DM( B ). 
THEOREM 3.8. Let M ~ L(U)G, A, B ~ Cmxm, and O <<, t <~ l. I fM  is 
p.s.d, and A >I B, then 
tDM(A ) + (1 - t )DM(B ) >t DM(tA + (1 - t )B ) .  
Proof. Let T and S be the same linear operators V ~ V as in the proof 
of Theorem 3.6. Then 
t ®m T + (1 - t)  ~m S ~ ®m[tT + (1 - t)S] 
(see [16]). Arguments similar to those in Theorem 3.6 yield the result. • 
Theorem 3.8 generalizes Theorem 2 of [16]. 
4. GENERALIZED DECOMPOSABLE SYMMETRIC TENSORS 
THEOaEM 4.1. Let M ~ L(U)G, u ~ U, and x ® ~ ~m V. I f  T M u ~ X ® 
= 0 and there exists tr ~ G such that M(tr)u ~ O, then x 1 . . . . .  x m are 
linearly dependent. 
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Proof. Let {u 1 . . . . .  u k} be an orthonormal basis of U. For each ~" ~ G, 
let M(r )u  = ~.  la~uj. Then 
k 
TMu®x ~= E M(,)u®x?-~= E Y'.aTuj®x*,-l=O. 
~'~G "r~G j= 1 
Suppose x 1 . . . . .  x,, are linearly independent. Then {uj @ x°,l • E G, j = 
1 . . . . .  k} is a linearly independent set. Thus a~ -- 0 holds for all ~" ~ G and 
j ~ {1 . . . . .  k}. It follows that for each ~" ~ G, M(7")u = 0, a contradiction, 
Therefore x 1 . . . . .  x,, are linearly dependent. • 
Theorem 4.1 is a unified generalization of a part of Theorem 2 of [6] and 
Theorem 3.1 of [2]. 
THEOI~EM 4.2. LetM ~L(U)G,u  E U, andx®~ ®inV. LetA  = [as/] 
C , ,×.  such that x i = 5~.  1 atje j, i = 1 . . . . .  m. Then the following are 
equivalent: 
(a) TMu @ x ®= O. 
Co) DM(AX)u  = 0 for  all X ~ C.×m. 
(c) Du(A[elct])u == O for  all et ~ Fro,. 
(d) DU.M( AA* )u = O. 
(e) TM,M u ® X ®= O. 
(O DM.M( AX)u  = 0 for  all X ~ C,x  m. 
(g) D~, .~, (A[e l ,d)u  = O foral l  ~ ~ r~.. 
Proof. (a) =* Co): For any X = [x~j] ~ C,×, , ,  let z, = ~',j.l~j, ej ~ V, 
i -- 1 . . . . .  m. Then for any v ~ U, 
(DM(~) - ,  ~) = (r~,u ® ~*,,,  ® ~*) = o, 
i.e., DM(~UO~ = O. 
Co) =* (c): For each at ~ Finn, put X = I[ela], and the result follows. 
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(c) ~ (d): From Theorem 3.3, 
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DM,M( AA*)u  = • OM,( A*[ale])DM( A[ela])u =O. 
ot E Fmn 
(d) ~ (a): Since 
(TMu ®x®,TMu ®x ®) ®x®,u ®x ®) 
= (DM,M(AA*)u ,u )  = O, 
we have T M u ® x ® = 0. 
Equivalence of (e), (f) and (g): The assertion follows from the equivalence 
of (a), (b), and (c). 
(a) ~ (e): Clearly, 
TM,MU ® X ®= TM,Tuu ® x ®= O. 
(0 =* (d): The result follows immediately from putting X = A*. • 
Theorem 4.2 is a unified generalization f Theorem 4.2 of [11], Theorem 
2.2 of [10], and Theorem 2.4 of [2]. 
COROLLARY 4.3. Let M ~ L (U)G and x®~ @inV. Let A = [atj] 
C,~×, such that x i = E~la i je j ,  i = 1 . . . . .  m. Then the follou~ng are equiva- 
lent: 
(a) T Mu @ x ®= O for  all u ~ U. 
(b) D M (AX)  = 0 fo r  all X ~ C ,  x ~. 
(c) DM(A[ela])  = 0 for  all a • F~,. 
(d) DM,M(AA*)  = O. 
(e) T M,Mu @ x ®= O for  all u e U. 
(f) DM,M( AX)  = 0 for  all X ~ C,× m. 
(g) DM,M(A[eIa])  = O for  all a ~ Fro,. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let M,N~L(U)G,  u ,v~ U, andx®,y®E ®inV. I f  
TMU ® X ®= TNV @ y® ~ 0, then x 1 . . . . .  x m and Yl . . . . .  Ym generate the 
same subspace of  V, i.e., ( x, . . . . .  Xm) = ( Yl . . . . .  Ym)" 
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Proof. We use the same technique as in [6]. We regard U ® ®m V as 
the dual space of the space of all (m + 1)-linear functions qb : U × X m V --* 
C, in which u ® x®(@) = dp(u, x 1 . . . . .  Xm). Let W = <x 1 . . . . .  Xm). Since 
TMu ® x®~ O, there exists an (m + 1)-linear ~b : U × )<r~ W --} C such that 
(TMU ® x®Xq~) q: O. Since every (m + 1)-linear ~b is a linear combination of 
products of linear functions, there exist linear ~b0:U ~ C and linear 
~b 1 . . . . .  ~bm: W ~ C such that (TMU ® x®)(l-lm~oqb ~) q: O. If yj q~ W, we 
may extend each ~b~ to <W, yj) by defining d?i( y j) = O, i = 1 . . . . .  m. Then 
= (Two ® y® 
= X(or - l )  v® Yo, 
= E ~b0(N(° "-l)v) f i  ~b,(Y~O)) 
o '~G i= l  
=0,  
since for each or ~ G there is an i ~ {1 . . . . .  m} such that or(i) = j ,  and 
d~t(y j) = 0. This contradiction proves that <Yl . . . . .  ym> c <x 1 . . . . .  Xm>. 
Clearly the proof is symmetric. • 
Theorem 4.4 is a unified generalization of a part of Theorem 2 of [6] and 
Theorem 3.2 of [2]. 
THEOREM 4.5. Let M, N ~ L(U)G, u ,v  ~ U, and x®, y®E ®inV. I f  
Yl . . . . .  Ym are linearly independent and A = [atj] ~ Crux m such that x t = 
y,jm laij yj, i = 1 . . . . .  m, then the foUowing are equivalent: 
(a) TMU @ x ®= TNV @ y®. 
Co) DM(AX)u = DN(X)v  foral l  X ~ Cm× m. 
(c) DM(A[ela])u = DN(I[ela])v for all a ~ From. 
(d) (DM,M( AA* )u, u) = (DN,M( A)u, V) = (DN,N(I )v,  V). 
Proof. Since Y l . . . . .  Yn~ are linearly independent, we can define an 
inner product ( . , . )  in V such that Yl . . . . .  Ym are orthonormal. 
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(a) =~ (b): For any X = [xq] ~ C,m×m,  let z i = F_,~=l~cjiy j ~ U, 
1 . . . . .  m. Then for any w ~ U, 
(DM( AX)u,w) = (Tun @ x®,w @ z ®) 
= (rNv® y®,w ®z ® ) 
= (T~(X)v,w), 
i.e., DM( AX)u = DN(X)v. 
(b) =, (c): For each a e From, put X = I[ela],  and the result follows. 
(c) =~ (d): From Theorems 3.3, 3.4 and Proposition 3.2, 
o ~ (DM.M(AA*)u,u) 
= ( ~.~ DM. (A*[otIe])DM(A[eIa])u,u) 
OrE Era m 
= (~ DM*(A*[ale])DN(I[e'ot])v, u) 
OrE From 
= (DM.N(A*)v,u) 
= (DN.M(A)*v,u) 
-- (v, D~.M(A)~) 
= (DN.M(A)u,v) 
=(  ~_, DN.(I[ale])DM(A[elot])u,v) 
Ot E From 
= (a~FFm DN*(I[otle])DN(I[elOt]) v'v) 
= (DN.N(I)v,V). 
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(d) ~ (a): Since 
we have 
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(TMU @ x®, TM u @ X ®) = ( DM.M( AA* )u, u), 
(TMU @ x®,TNV@ y®) = (DN.M( A)u,v), 
(TNo® y®,rNo ® y®) = (mN.~(1)o, o), 
I(T . ® x®,T v ® y®)l =(TMu ® ® Y®, No® Y®). 
Notice that TMu ® x ®= 0 if and only if TNv @ y®= 0. From the condition 
for equality in the Canchy-Schwarz inequality, there is some a E C such that 
T~u @ x ®= aTNv @ y®. 
Using the previous equalities, we can get a = 1. Hence TMu @ x ®= TNv ® 
y®. • 
COROLI~,RY 4.6. Let M, N ~ L(U )G and x ®, y ®~ ®m V. I f  Y l . . . . .  Y,~ 
are linearly independent and A = [a,j] E Crux m such that x, = Y'.~=~aqyj, 
i = 1, . . . ,  m, then the following are equivalent: 
(a) TMu ®x ®= TNu @y® for allu ~ U. 
(b) DM(AX) = DN(X) for all X ~ Cmx,a. 
(c) DM(A[ela]) = D~(Itela]) for all a ~ Fm~. 
(d) DU.M(AA*) = DN.M(A) = DN.N(I). 
THEOREM 4.7. Let M~L(U)G,  u, vEU,  and x®,y®~ ®~V. I f  
Yl . . . . .  Ym are linearly independent and A = [aij] ~ Crux  m such that x~ = 
F.~=latj y j, i = 1 . . . . .  m, then the following are equivalent: 
(a) TMU @ x ®= TMV® y®. 
(b) DM(AX)u = DM(X)v for alI X ~ Crux m. 
(c) DM(A[ela])u = OM(I[ela])v for all a e' From. 
(d) (DM.M( AA* )u, u) = (DM,M(A)u, v) = (DM.M(I)v, v). 
(e) TM.MU @ X ®= TM.MV @ y®. 
(0 D~,M(AX)u = DM,u(X)v forall X E C~×~. 
(g) DM.u(A[ela])u = DM.M(I[ela])v for all a ~ Fmm. 
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Proof. The equivalence of (a)-(d) and the equivalence of (e)-(g) follow 
from Theorem 4.5. 
(a) ~ (e): Clear. 
(f) =* (d): Noting that DM.M(AA*) is p.s.d, and using Proposition 3.2, we 
have 
o (DM,M(AA*)u,u) 
= (DM,M(A*)v,u) 
= (DM.M(A)*O,U) 
=(V,  DM.M(A)u)  
= (DM.M(A)u ,v )  
= (DM.M( I )v ,v ) .  • 
Theorem 4.7 is a unified generalization f the Theorem of [13], Theorem 
1.1 and 1.2 of [12], and Theorem 3.3 of [2]. 
COROLLARY 4.8. Let M ~ L(U)G and x ®, y ® ~ ®m V. I f  yl . . . . .  Ym are 
linearly independent and A = [a,/] E Cmx,~ such that x, = F,~=la~jyj, i = 
1 . . . . .  m, then thefoUowing are equivalent: 
(a) Tuu @ x ® = Tuu @ y® for all u ~ U. 
(b) DM(AX) = DM(X) for all X e Crux m. 
(e) DM(A[eIa]) = DM(I[ela]) for all a ~ F~m. 
(d) DM,M(AA*) = DM,M(A) = DM*M(1). 
(e) TM,MU ® X ®= TM.MU ® y® for all u ~ U. 
(f) DM.M(AX) = DM.M(X) for all X e C,~xm. 
(g) DM.M(A[eIaD == DM*M(I[ela]) foral l  a ~ From. 
5. GENERALIZED TRACE FUNCTIONS 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let M,N  ~ L(U)G, u ,v  ~ U, and xX, y×~ >(inV. 
Then 
(CMU @ xX, v@ y x) = (TrM(A)u,v), 
(CMU ® x x,CN v® yX) = (TrN.M (A)u ,v) ,  
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where A = [atj] E Cm× m and a 9 = (x i, yj ) ,  i , j  = 1 . . . . .  m, 
Proof. From Definitions 1.2 and 1.4, 
(C u®x × E × , x~-~,V® y 
o'E G 
x) 
= E (M(cr )u ,v )  ~a~-,(0 , 
o'~G i=1 
= (TrM( A)u, v). 
From Proposition 2.4, 
(CMU ® X×,CNV@ y×) = (C;CMU ® X×,v@ y ×) 
= (CN.Mu ~ x×,"~ y×) 
= (TrN,M( A)u, v). 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let M ~ L(U)G and A ~ Crux m. Then 
TrM,(A ) = TrM(A*)*. 
Proof. From Definitions 1.2 and 2.1, 
TrM, (A) = M*(o')  ~ aw(,) 
crag i=1 
= E M(° ' - l )  * ~ a,r-l(,), 
o, EG i~ l  
= ~ M(or) ~,(,), 
o'~G i= l  
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= Tr M ( A*)*. • 
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THEOREM 5.3. Let M ~ L(U)G and A ~ C,,×m. I f  M and A are p.s.d., 
then TrM(A) is p.s.d.. 
Proof. Let n = m. Since A is p.s.d., there exist x 1 . . . . .  x m ~ V such 
that aij = (x i, xj), i , j  = 1 . . . . .  m. By Proposition 5.1 and 2.7, we have 
(TrM(A)u,u) = (C u ® x×,u ® x ×) 0 
for any u ~ U. Therefore Tru(A) is p.s.d. • 
Theorem 5.3 generalizes Corollary 2.10 of [7]. 
COROLLARY 5.4. Let M ~ L (U)G and A, B ~ Cm× m. I f  M is p.s.d, and 
A >1 B, then 
Tr M(A) />Tr M(B). 
Proof. The result follows from Theorem 5.3 and the fact that Tr M is a 
linear function. • 
THEOREM5.5. Let M, N ~ L(U)G,  A, B ~ Cmx, ,  and u, v ~ U. Then 
I(TrN. M ( AB* )u, v)12 ~< (TrM. M ( AA* )n, n)(TrN. N ( BB* )v ,  v) .  
Proof. Let x i = E",_laijej_ and Yt = En.j=lb~j je, i = 1 . . . . .  m. Applying 
Proposition 5.1 and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we obtain 
I (Trn.M(AB*)u,v)[  z =l (Cun  ® x ×, CNv ® yX)lZ 
") 
= (TrM. u ( AA* )u, n)(TrN.N ( BB* )v, v). • 
Theorem 5.5 partly generalizes Theorem 2 of [8]. 
THEOnEM 5.6. LetM,  N~L(U)G,u ,v~ U, andx×,y×~ xmv.  Let 
A = [a,/], B = [b,/] ~ Crux, such that x, = ]~]=la~jej, y, = ~,~=lb,jej, i = 
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Then the following are equivalent. 
(a) C Mu ®x ×=C Nu ®y × for allu ~ U. 
(b) Tr M (AX) = Tr N (BX) for all X E C,  × ,,. 
(c) TrM.M(AA*) = TrN.M(AB*) = TrN.N(BB*). 
THEOREM 5.8. Let M ~ L(U)G, u ,v  ~ U, and x ×, y×~ XmV. Let 
A = [a i j ]  , n = [bij] E Cm× n such that x~ = ~.]=la,jej, y, = ~.y=lb,jej, i = 
1 . . . . .  m. Then the foUowing are equivalent: 
(a) CMU ® X x= CMV ® y×. 
(b) Tr M ( AX)u = Tr M ( BX)v for all X ~ C, × ,,,. 
(c) (TrM.M(AA*)u, u) = (TrM.M( AB* )u, v) = (TrM.M( BB* )v, v). 
(d) Tr M. M ( AX)u = Tr M, M ( BX)v for all X ~ C n × m" 
(e) CM.MU ® X ×= CM.MV ® y×. 
Proof. The equivalence of (a)-(c) and the equivalence of (d), (e) follow 
from Theorem 5.6. 
(a) =* (e): Clear. 
(d) =* (c): Noting TrM.M(AA*) is p.s.d, and using Proposition 5.2, we 
have 
0 ~< (TrM.M(AA*)u,u)  
= (TrM. M ( BA* )v, u) 
= (TrM* M ( AB* )* v, u) 
= (v, TrM.M(AB*)u) 
= (TrM.M(AB*)u,v)  
= (TrM. M ( BB* )v, v). 
COROLLARY 5.9. Let M ~ L(U)G and x ×, y×~ xmv.  Let A = [aij], 
B = [b,j] ~ C,~×, such that x, = E~=la,jej, y, = E~=lb,jej, i = 1 . . . . .  m. 
Then the foUowing are equivalent: 
(a) CMu ® x ×= CMu ® yX for all u ~ U. 
(b) TrM(AX) = TrM(BX) for all X ~ C,× m. 
(c) TrM.M(AA*) = TrM.M(AB*) = TrM.M(BB*). 
(d) TrM.M(AX) = TrM.M(BX) for all X ~ C,× m. 
(e) CM.MU ® X ×= CM.MU ® y× for all u E U. 
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